
Flying Blind

Frantically written upon demand by an evidently unbounded wellspring of young hires, a 
torrent of suddenly created district exams gushed up in a manner which soon began to feel truly 
magical.  And, as was becoming rapidly apparent, actually understanding many of these 
precipitately manufactured tests?

Called for just a touch of magic as well.  
Pushed repeatedly into the role of test graders, it wasn’t long before a diversely collected 

school personnel began to comment upon, and even argue about, not only the point value 
attached to student responses but, more and more frequently, to the tangible intentions behind the 
intricately worded test questions themselves.	


“Help!” I whispered to a grading partner one afternoon.  “Do you have any idea what 
this means?”  

Sliding a test booklet across the table, I pointed to an essay prompt so convoluted that I 
could make little sense of it: In what way does this story’s diction create foreshadowing while 
working sympathetically inside the author’s choice of syntax?  

My students – well, if we were being very optimistic, at least a couple of them – possibly 
knew what diction, foreshadowing, and syntax meant.  But even I didn’t know how to combine 
these three uniquely discrete elements in a logical response for this tortuous prompt.  I struggled 
with my conscience, tempted to give full credit to the student who had written simply, and I 
thought most reasonably:  

I don’t know what the fuck this is talking about.
Another student, less inclined to waste words?
Had printed more succinctly: IDK.  
I Don’t Know.
Well damn, kid, me neither. 
Holding little patience for those old-school processes so monotonously tied to a 

methodically careful (and oh-so-tedious) analysis, as the years bent to the magic of no-waiting 
transformations systematically edged out an educator resistance, it was rapidly determined that a 
test question ambiguity (up to and including plainly misleading typos) did not, actually, 
invalidate tests.  Nor, subsequently, nullify an endlessly collected testing data.  Specifically hired 
to address issues of examination, testing experts were ready to advise; expressly versed in party 
line, assuredly and absolutely they always knew the answer.  Every single time.   

Oh, it was magical.  
They could simply walk over and show you.  “See?”  Here they could point with an 

absolute confidence to the official answer sheet. “It’s right here,” they could tell you. 	
 “The 
answer is: D.”   

Or: Two. 
Or: No change.  
In years now gloriously imbued with the high brilliance of an instantaneous reformation, 

all you ever really had to do?  Was close your eyes.  And, then, clicking your heels together: 
Believe.  Believe, as you took your first frightening step over an unknowable cliff; believe, as 
anxiously you began to flap your arms; believe, as apprehensively you started to fly alongside in 
a blind obedience:  

Believe, absolutely and without reservation?
	
 In the answer sheet.



In modern years fully dedicated to the groundbreaking charity of a no-excuses liability, it 
was, in fact, this exact strain of miraculous faith which now functioned as both a support and 
validation for the dizzying array of marvels promised through the wonders of magical 
innovations.  

Everyone?  Ready?  All together? 
Close your eyes; jump on in.  
Bravely, now, flap your arms.  Fly blindly along with our mushrooming procession of 

governmentally-created, minimally-regulated, big-money mandates; soar unquestioningly 
alongside our growing club of culture-and-poverty-disconnected politicians and that ever 
increasing number of self-proclaimed (and shockingly salaried) reformers.  Because in life, as we 
all should know by now:
	
 There is, only, ever one answer to any question.* 

So, go ahead, no kidding; leave your worries over there by the door.  
In ultra-compassionate years benevolently bent to a students-first reform?  
Really important people – with answer sheets –  have now been placed fully and 

irrefutably in charge.†

*Tutoring for college entrance exams, I came across this example: Which item is not a match: a lamp; a toaster; a 
refrigerator; a table.  While my student argued that everything but the lamp was typically found in a kitchen, 
according to test makers the answer was incontrovertibly the table because it did not use electricity.  Following the 
one-answer-and-one-answer-only theroy of standardization, this student was not only wrong, but assuredly not 
college material.  When later I posed this same question to a girl who had not only attended college, but was 
working full-time after earning her graduate degree, she chose the table.  As she saw it?  This was the one item most 
likely to be made out of wood.  (Heaven only knows how any college had been fooled into accepting such a non-
standardized thinker like her.)

†While money-making college entrance exam test-makers are loath to admit it, evidence suggests that a student’s 
attendance, grades, and social skills are the better predictor of a subsequent college success.


